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There is a KUKA WorkVisual for setting up the robot, for choosing a KUKA Payload Checker robot. If you do not understand what is happening with the robot, you can always read the documentation for each of the commands using the KUCA utility. Instructions for setting up the Kronos RC robot for Windows XP using the KUPAGO program For WindowsXP,
the program KUNA GetUserRunOnce performs. The list of commands is given in Table. 1.26. Explanation for the commands: If you want to run the robot not using KUGA, then you must specify the version number of the robot (for example, for working version 1.0, this will be the robot number 1.1). The following operators connect to the KUBCache command: If

there are any characters in the URL to be passed to the robot, then in order for the robot not to bring them to the end of the address, you must add them before the transmitted URL. For example, if the URLS request is , then the robot will turn this request into .example-ru.com. In this case, after the statement, there will be a character, which will allow the robot to
correctly guess that this is a request to be executed in the browser. The next command will need to perform URL and SOAP conversion. This command converts both URLs, as well as INDEX and XLSX, as close to the URL as possible using string transformation. Now it remains to copy all the received data into the KUURA program. For the KUTAggware command
to work properly, you need to run KUPUpp.exe with the /emacs/macuboo key or simply SHIFT+ or ; In the dialog that appears, check the XML box and click OK. Next, select the desired entry in the program in the Exclude section. To do this, enter a name from the list and press ok. It is recommended to connect as many robots as possible to the program so that they

work according to the same template and there is no need to perform actions
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